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HP’s Strategy for 
Managing the Adaptive 
Enterprise
HP delivers important first steps on its journey towards 
virtualization of services and resources

Where is Web Services Management (WSM) heading? Will the major 
platform vendors provide all the required management functionality, 
or will there be space for independent vendors offering narrower 
focus functionality? In this report we examine HP’s Adaptive 
Enterprise strategy and their plans to create an ecosystem around 
their new Life Cycle Management for Web Services solution 
– LCM4WS.

Introduction
Most new technologies go through a similar process of evolution. In the early 
stages the new technology gets used for solving today’s problems. Then as 
the technology is better developed and understood it enables radical new 
applications and patterns. In a third stage the technology is integrated with 
existing technologies that combine to deliver mature, integrated solutions.

Sometimes it seems that Web Service technologies have been a long time 
in gestation. But it was always inevitable that adoption of Web Services 
would be slow because, while the basic concepts and developer tools are 
straightforward, the real world management requirements are anything but.

Right now Web Services are just commencing the second evolutionary stage 
– and it still seems that because we have a nail, every solution looks like a 
hammer. We commented last year that there is no Web Services Management 
(WSM) market; it is merely a transitional stage and the standalone tools will 
eventually, for the most part, be subsumed into the platform ecosystems that 
manage service provision as part of integrated management environments. 
While there will always be an ongoing demand for standalone tools for niche 
functionality, the core management task by definition must be integrated.

Through 2004/5 we will see Web Services enabling radical new technology 
and business models. A key discontinuity that Web Services introduce is 
that the delivered service is no longer a loosely defined set of capabilities, 
clustered into monolithic functional chunks on an arbitrary basis, rather 
services are clearly identifiable units of business capability which can be 
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related to the deployed resources, which allow us to 
monitor and manage the service provision at a business 
relevant level.

For some time all the major platform vendors have been 
developing strategies for managing service provision, 
with a common underlying focus on enabling business 
flexibility. In all cases these have been long-term 
projects, some years away from maturity. The priority 
for this investment however is very clear – there is a 
real urgency for solutions that manage down the cost, 
manage up the business response time, and address the 
awesome complexity that the technology excesses of the 
last 15 or so years has left behind in most enterprises.

So far HP has not been particularly active in leading 
the reengineering of systems management techniques. 
While they have been heavy on the marketing messages 
(around adaptive computing) there has been little 
or no overall strategy. Observers will however have 
noticed a spate of relevant acquisitions and HP is 
now starting to communicate a detailed strategy 
which creates significant differentiation from the other 
platform vendors as well as standalone management 
product providers. In this report we examine the new 
strategy and assess how and when HP will support the 
third stage of Web Services management – mature, 
integrated solutions.

Background
HP was a very early player in Web Services – the e-
speak project was genuinely ground breaking, and 

provided early lessons for many. However HP has 
been through a traumatic period and has emerged 
with a radically slimmed down software stack and a 
quite different business strategy, in which management 
software is a major priority, and platform neutrality 
plays a dominant role.

Over the past year there have been a spate of relevant 
acquisitions, the more relevant ones are shown in 
Table 1.

HP has also been taking an active part in the OASIS TC 
developing the WSDM standards around Web Services 
Management. After a somewhat interesting start, which 
we commented upon at the time1, there is now apparent 
consensus around a set of protocols that will facilitate 
heterogeneous management systems for Web Service 
assets and their use. Like the other WSnn protocols this 
is a level playing field that HP is now fully embracing as 
a key enabler of their open strategy.

The HP Vision
Figure 1 is a deliberate simplification of HP’s vision – it 
reflects a structured approach and comprehensive intent 
to create an adaptable environment, which can respond 
rapidly to change.

1. The first stage is focused on creating stable 
infrastructure foundations, which manage 
(physical resource) asset life cycles.

July 03 Baltimore Technologies 
(technology acquisition)

Identity Management Solutions – integrated as Select Access authentication technology

September 03 Talking Blocks Web Services Management platform

November 03 Persist Technologies Information Life Cycle Management

Feb 2004 Novadigm Inc Automated change and configuration management for mixed environments with policy 
management. 

Feb 2004 Consera Software IT service workflow modeling software for design of standardized IT environments

March 04 TruLogica Automation of heterogeneous user privilege management, as part of a complete 
federated identity management offering. 

Table 1: Relevant recent acquisitions

 1 CBDI Newswire Wednesday 6th August 2003, Commentary – WSDM the missing link. http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/news/index.php3?id=1289
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2. In the second stage IT processes are 
automated and delivered as services that are 
mapped directly back to business process 
usage.

3. In the third stage both business services and 
resources are automated in a manner that map 
to the business process, which allows closed 
loop management of resource utilization and 
change with the highest level of automation 
– and hence minimum response time.

The key point to note is that this is a roadmap that 
progressively implements physical and logical assets 
as services, which become the units of management. 
The philosophy underlying the HP systems management 
vision might be better understood as service oriented 
architecture, based on loosely coupled services which 
collaborate in order to deliver maximum automation of 
the management process.

The Service Life Cycle
The service provides us with a higher-level concept 
that is common through business requirements 
specification to implemented capability. It allows us 
to implement a process, which is equally meaningful 
to the businessperson as it is to the IT developer and 
professional, and to have a clear mapping between the 
business view and the deployed resources.

The common perspective provides traceability and the 
basis for automation of tasks that today are carried out 
in relative isolation at the business, application delivery 
and deployment layers. As shown in Figure 2 service 
information and status are shared in a common meta 
data store, which facilitates a business driven approach 
to service delivery and ongoing management.

HP has embraced this core life cycle concept and is 
delivering a range of solutions classified as Life Cycle 
Management. HP envisages fully automated support 
for delivery, adaptation and ongoing modification of 
resources. The principle is that the vertically integrated 
system facilitates genuinely business driven service 
management, at all stages of the life cycle.

The first of these solutions is planned as the Life Cycle 
Management for Web Services, or LCM4WS.

2 CBDI Report – Establishing a Service Life Cycle. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-01/establishing_service_lifecycle.php

Figure 1: The HP Adaptive Management Roadmap

Business and IT agility requires loose coupling through well-formed Services, which 
in turn demands that “components” of the system are not hard wired, dependent on 
platform specific technologies, or make assumptions about the implementation at 
either end. The concept of Service can be shared by both Business and IT and can 
persist throughout the whole life cycle improving alignment of Business and IT assets. 
“Components” of the system will increasingly be delivered in isolation by groups that 
are separated by geography, time, organization and technology. Service is the common 
ground by which participants communicate at all stages.

CBDI January 20042.
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LCM4WS Solution Architecture
The LCM4WS is an SOA for managing the service 
life cycle with a business relevant perspective – it 
enables participants to the service life cycle process 
to collaborate in a federated manner. There are two 
important dimensions to the federation:

1. The life cycle actors involved in specification, 
delivery, deployment and management 
– business, development/integration and 
operations.

2. The ecosystem of service delivery providers and 
controllers which may span a broad range of 
applications and technologies.

The LCM4WS solution is implemented with service 
interfaces that create a loosely coupled federation 
providing a virtual perspective on applications and 
their controlling services, allowing sharing of relevant 
information for monitoring and control activity. As 
an SOA the life cycle and management services are 
runtime configurable and invokable, enabling continuous 
managed change of business service environments.

The concept of a management channel using WSDM 
protocols, operating alongside the business services 
channel, is now well understood. The HP architecture 
illustrated in Figure 3 distinguishes between function 
specific Service Delivery Controllers (SDC) and a 
generalized management layer, referred to as the 
Management Integration Platform (MIP). The MIP provides 

Figure 2: The Service Life Cycle
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a common and virtualized view of a heterogeneous 
management (and application) environment that loosely 
couples management products in a service-oriented 
architecture, which will include HP and third party SDC 
products.

The MIP is structured on a generalized meta model, based 
on the WSDM MOWS and MUWS3 specifications together 
with extensions that a) support resource relationships 
and b) enable bi-directional communications with SDCs. 
The development of the standards underlying the wider 
distributed management area is clearly work in progress. 
The WSDM protocols are currently at first base, and will 
probably require several iterations to reach anything like 
maturity, including protocols for the managed object life 
cycle.

In addition to WSDM there are several related areas 
of standardization that impact on this. WS Resource 
Framework (WSRF) addresses the relationship between 
a Web Service and stateful resources, particularly 
WS Lifetime (resource termination) and WS Renewal 
References (policy information to allow versioning of 
endpoint references enabling resolution of time and 
versions in discovery and access). Further there are 
significant areas of overlap with the Global Grid Forum 
OGSI specifications that we understand will be refactored 
into the WSRF.

HP anticipates that once WSDM together with WS-
Notifications and WSRF achieve 1.0 status, they 
will substantially address the requirements for 
standardization of the management channel.

3 Management Of Web Services and Management Using Web Services. For more information see the WSDM Specifications at: http://www.oasis-open.org/
committees/documents.php?wg_abbrev=wsdm

Figure 3: The LCM4WS Footprint
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A key aspect of LCM4WS as a platform is the 
development of an open framework that enables a wide 
range of third party products to collaborate in a common 
management ecosystem. HP reports they have recently 
released products jointly with TIBCO Software that 
enable bi-directional exchange between HP-OV and 
TIBCO applications, facilitating end-to-end business 
service visibility and adaptability across the enterprise. 
HP has plans to work with additional ISV partners in 
the short term to develop management solutions for 
managing the adaptive enterprise.

In this area HP anticipates that the API’s will require 
extension beyond the scope of the standardized protocols, 
in order to implement SDC specific monitoring and control 
requirements. In this area HP is very clear that it will work 
hard to normalize the requirements wherever possible, and 
hence create opportunities for standardization. But there 
are likely to be practical limitations to the standardization, 
driven particularly by other vendor’s objectives to 
differentiate their features and functionality.

HP will also need to be clearer about their relationship 
and or compliance with the Eclipse Management 
Framework (EMF) and the Microsoft System Definition 
Model (SDM) and related Whitehorse project4. Both 
these initiatives are establishing life cycle meta models, 
which will be highly influential in their respective markets, 
creating a rich source of information throughout the life 
cycle, some of which will add considerable value to the 
virtual management model.

HP also indicate they are talking to at least one of the 
leading standalone WSM vendors, and we expect them to 
facilitate integration with a number of these WSM vendor 
environments, not least motivated by existing customers 
that have already committed to WSM strategies and will 
want to protect their investment.

Further out there are plans to integrate the MIP with the HP 
Utility Data Center (UDC) providing virtualization of resource 
allocation. This will be facilitated by an OGSA protocol layer, 
which has already been implemented in the UDC.

Service Management

A simplified model of LCM4WS is illustrated in Figure 4, 
which highlights the business perspective. A business 
service is a logical construct that is potentially comprised 
of numerous invokable services that are implemented 

in LCM4WS managed WS Execution Environments 
(WSEEs), which can be .NET, J2EE or a broker. The 
business service may also be managed in a collaborative 
Service Network, such as Oracle or TIBCO. The business 
service is registered in the registry that enables asset 
management (state, location etc) and business level 
service discovery.

Service Registry

The initial implementation is a simple WSDL link, 
providing a manual publishing capability. A registry 
facility is planned which will implement a dynamic model 
compliant with WS Resource Lifetime (see above), which 
allows whole lifetime relationships between versions of 
the Service and the Business Service.

Service Probes

The MIP will manage proactive monitoring by creating 
synthetic transactions to measure health (availability, 
response). These may be:

• direct to broker

• via load balancer

• to container

and delivered through the current OVIS (OpenView 
Internet Services) product.

4 CBDI Report – Service Oriented Platform Strategies. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-12/service_oriented_platform.php3

Figure 4: Simplified LCM4WS Meta Model
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Routing

The MIP will enable virtualized routing, managing 
configuration, routing and load balancing dynamically on 
remote basis. HP will be working with network partners 
in this area.

Service Security Management

LCM4WS provides support for Web Services security 
in heterogeneous environments by integrating the 
identity management, authentication, and authorization 
capabilities found in other widely used identity 
management packages. The MIP will provide virtualized 
identity management capabilities coordinating profiles 
governing the life cycle usage in management of both 
deployment and service consumption.

HP plans an open interface in MIP through which security 
management products can collaborate.

LCM4WS Realization
LCM4WS is a solution that HP indicates they will 
deliver over the next 18 months. The first phases are 
in pre-release status and being used by “light house” 
customers. This first phase includes Web Services 
Management based on the original Talking Blocks 
product, together with a first phase MIP and Integration 
with Select Access. The early integration of Select 
Access provides secure service capabilities, which will 
be a key requirement for the management services. The 
Service Explorer is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: LCM4WS Service Explorer
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Release Schedule and Roadmap

An outline functional roadmap is shown in Table 2. 
General availability will be in 2H 04 with .NET and BEA 
WebLogic platform support. There will be a 1H 05 release 
providing Oracle, TIBCO and SAP integration, followed 
by a 2H 05 release with Cisco support.

Conclusions
Management environments in the future will all be 
heterogeneous and collaborative, enabled by the 
WSDM protocols to meet the basic requirements of 
most enterprises. The HP approach is differentiated 
by providing a virtualization layer, which acts as the 
integrator as well as providing business level monitoring 

and control functionality. This has the potential to 
significantly reduce infrastructure investment time and 
cost.

The HP strategy is also remarkably complete – based 
on the recent acquisitions, and the MIP represents a 
creative approach to solving the twin issues of (acquired) 
product integration and the need to move to higher 
levels of abstraction in monitoring and management. 
The open environment is also going to be an important 
element of the strategy, potentially enabling customers 
to protect existing investments and to have wider choice 
of application and service solutions. A critical success 
factor for HP will be the development of a broadly based 
ecosystem of collaborating third party management 

2004 MIP 1.0 Business Service Explorer enabling basic service/container hierarchy definition, Web 
Service deployment for specific platforms, policy definition and exception monitoring 

WSM Broking, message routing and monitoring

Select Access integration Discovery and authentication of managed services

WSM WSDM 0.5 support

OVIS Probe builder for synthetic traffic management

OVTA Console analysis for real traffic

2005 MIP 2.0 Business Service Catalog and Designer (Consera) providing workflow automation 
for life cycle tasks. Also enables mapping of product specific workflows for key 
products such as SAP.

WSM WSDM 1.0 support

Service Desk Service level objectives – enabling CRM capabilities integrated with the MIP to 
manage automation of related processes such as problem tickets

Service Navigator Business service views

OVO Business service monitoring

WS and Application Management

MIP 3.0 Virtualized resource containers
Management and control of network infrastructure

OpenView Business Process Insight Application level instrumentation

UDC integration Data center management at service and application level – covering life cycle 
management and resource assignment

Table 2: Outline Roadmap (Approximate timeframes as supplied by HP)
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products with support for appropriate protocols and 
API’s.

An area of concern for all management environments 
is the time it is going to take to bring the WSDM and 
related protocols to maturity, and for the scope of the 
protocols to be developed to cover normal enterprise 
requirements including crucially, managed resource 
object relationships. Further we can expect a period 
during which the boundaries of standardization are 
explored, particularly in the area of interfaces between 
the SDCs and virtual platform, where there may be 
many vendor specific requirements. HP is however very 
clear in this area that they will be working to maximize 
standardization wherever possible. This means that 
there will be a transition period while standard protocols 
are extended and stabilized, and customers will be 
dependent upon HP and other management platform 
providers to insulate them from the impact of protocol 
change.

CBDI believes service life cycle management is a critical 
foundation for successful automation of the management 
task. The HP vision is rightly focused on the narrow path, 
which will deliver greater adaptability. Beyond this we 
expect this approach to be considerably developed over 
time to encompass a broader activity footprint, with the 
potential for huge productivity savings, and further cycle 
time reductions.

To date there has been considerable resistance to 
adoption of WS management products for various 
reasons – cost, slow rollout of Web Services, low 
service transaction volumes and no real requirement 
for sophisticated service level monitoring etc. However 
the availability of open and comprehensive management 
environments from HP and others is going to change 
this, a) because the question of vendor and product 
stability will not be in doubt, and even more important 
b) the more sophisticated architecture goes way beyond 
simple management, and focuses on automation and 
cycle time reduction, which address key CIO concerns.

Bottom line is the existence of virtualized management 
environments is going to increase the management 
demand to utilize Web Service based architectures 
because they will deliver tangible business benefit. HP 
looks well positioned to articulate how they can deliver 
on their vision.
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SOA Reference Model 
– Part 2 – the Flexible 
Service Runtime

This article builds on the SOA reference model foundation described 
in the March 2004 CBDI Journal. It examines further the SOA 
concepts with a particular focus on the patterns and software roles 
needed for flexible coupling in the service runtime. We compare 
these patterns with existing technology-focused approaches for 
EJB, .NET and Web Services, and provide a systems integration 
scenario to support the flexible coupling requirement. The technology 
examples are available in the on-line version of this report.

Distributed systems requirements
SOA is the current state of evolution of best practice in the organization 
and architecture of enterprise systems. As the information systems industry 
moves forward we have progressed from monolithic systems, to client-
server, to more generalized distributed n-tier systems using object request 
brokers (ORBs). Within this context we have also needed to provide solutions 
to infrastructure requirements such as transaction support, security and so 
on – enter the container model, supported by both the J2EE architecture 
and .NET, where business logic is kept separate from technology platform 
provision of infrastructure services. For example, the container takes care of 
managing the transaction and you take care of the business functionality.

Where SOA moves the agenda on is in shifting the emphasis from tightly-
coupled, fine-grain distribution of application design elements to more 
loosely-coupled, coarser-grain distribution of software services supporting 
business processes. This increases software provision flexibility and 
creates a more direct link to business process change. Although many of 
the underlying themes and principles are common, the method and level of 
applying them is significantly different.

Loose-coupling has many connotations, so in this context we should perhaps 
use the term “flexible-coupling”. Specifically, when connecting service 
consumers and providers together we want to be able to provide strong, 
well-defined and stable connections, but also flexible, readily reconfigurable 
connections. This means that existing service consumers and providers can 
be assembled together unchanged to obtain business solutions in different 
technical environments and with different operational constraints.

Best Practice Report

By John Cheesman, 
Georgios Ntinolazos
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Service Dependence, Technology 
Independence
What do we mean by flexible coupling? The heart of 
the requirement is that we enable functional software 
to be written so that its dependencies on external 
services can be made totally independent of the specific 
technical and operational environments in which those 
services operate. This independence enables service 
reuse and moves the software solution mindset on from 
a development focus to an integration and assembly 
focus. How do we achieve this?

The following elements and dimensions summarize the 
requirement:

• Functional Interface: the functional aspects of 
the service should be defined (in any language) 
independently of the implementation language and 
technology used. This covers both the operations 
or messages sent, and the data formats used.

• Operational requirements: operational (or non-
functional) requirements of a service should be 
defined separately from the functional interface. 
These constitute the service-level agreement 
(SLA).

• Communication protocol: a provider’s services 
should be accessible using a variety of 
communication protocols, and the choice 
of protocol should not affect the provider’s 
functional behaviour (although it might affect 
the operational behaviour of the system)

• Consumer insulation: the service consumer 
is insulated from the technology choices 
made both within the service provider and in 
communicating with that provider

• Infrastructure services: the provision of 
infrastructure services is separated from the 
functional software. Further, infrastructure 
services should be “composable” meaning that 
they can be independently added and removed, 
and incrementally consumed (see [1]).

• Life-time independence: service consumers 
and providers should be unaware of each 
other’s life-cycle and hence independent of any 
service “instantiation” concerns.

Before we look at an architecture pattern for achieving 
such flexible coupling let’s first recap (from [2]) on the 
runtime concepts of service consumer and provider.

Components and Services revisited
In the March edition we introduced the development-time 
concept of a Functional Component (FC) and its runtime 
equivalent the Functional Component Object (FCO). In 
particular, we stated that a runtime software service 
was provided by an FCO through its runtime functional 
interfaces. This article follows this terminology, using 
service as the runtime concept and service definition 
and interface as design-time concepts.

Let’s revisit these concepts and the flexible-coupling 
requirement through an example. Consider a 
hypothetical insurance company offering insurance 
services to customers. It has separate Car insurance 
and House insurance services and each of these 
makes use of Customer Management services. There 
is also an internal marketing function which makes 
uses some of those services for marketing purposes. 
The high-level functional component specification 
architecture is shown in Figure 11. This is a design-
time model.

For the moment let’s assume that the run-time 
architecture reflects the design-time architecture, that is, 
that we have one instance of each FC. So, for example, 
we will have a shared InsuranceCustomers instance 
of CustomerManager. However, later we’ll run through 
some different run-time scenarios with two instances 
of CustomerManager (two FCOs) to demonstrate the 
benefits of flexible coupling.

The Pattern Elements
Based on the requirements listed previously, Figure 2 
identifies the pattern elements within the solution.

Functional Interface

The Functional Interface, as described previously, 
represents the functional responsibilities of the provider 
in the overall service contract. The ICustomerMgt 
interface in Figure 1 is an example of such a functional 
interface. This interface may be defined in any 

1 The <<FCSpec>> stereotype classifies the classes as Functional Component Specifications
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appropriate specification language (e.g. UML, XML, or 
the various IDLs). The important point about the use of 
the term “interface” in this context is that it represents the 
functional interface, not a specific technology interface.

Functional Interface Access

This is the logical separation within the consumer FC of 
the code responsible for gaining access to the functional 
interface instance at runtime. In [2] we introduced the 
Service Discovery Service (SDS) and the concept of a 
Functional Assembly as mechanisms for registering the 
runtime FCOs and accessing their services. The SDS 
is similar in role to technology registry services such 
as UDDI or JNDI, but provides access to functional 
interfaces, not technology interfaces.

Technology Interface

A technology interface is a technology-specific 
mechanism for accessing a service of an FCO and 
depends on the FC implementation. While the functional 
interface is part of the functional specification of the 
FC, the technology interface is an implementation-
specific refinement of the functional interface. At 
runtime an FCO may have many technology interface 
instances. For example, if the CustomerManager FC 
were implemented using EJB technology then it may 
have Home and Remote EJB technology interfaces 
corresponding to ICustomerMgt. It might also have a 
web service technology interface offering the same 
functional interface. In web service terminology the 
runtime technology interface instances are called service 
endpoints.

Figure 1: Functional Component Specification Architecture
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Technology Binding

There are three main aspects to the technology binding:

• Communication Handler is responsible for 
managing the communication protocols and 
data formats to be used when communicating 
between the implementation technology of the 
consumer and the implementation technology 
of the provider.

• Technology Interface Access is responsible for 
establishing access to a technology interface 
instance at runtime. This is similar in function 
to the Functional Interface Access role, but 
operates at the technology level. Whereas 
Functional Interface Access would use the 
SDS and the notion of a Functional Assembly, 
Technology Interface Access would use 
technology-specific equivalents of these, such 
as JNDI and the EJB environment context. 
Technology interface(s) will depend on the 
implementation technology of the provider. 

This is why this access role is logically part 
of the provider FC – it understands the 
implementation approach used. If an FC 
provides many different technology interfaces 
then it will also provide the corresponding 
technology bindings. If the Technology 
Interface Access is part of the Consumer (as 
detailed in many of the technology-level design 
patterns such as Façade) then there is a tight 
dependency between the Consumer and 
Provider’s implementation technology. This is 
what we are trying to avoid.

• The Technology Interface Access element 
is also responsible for any mapping needed 
between the functional interface organization 
of services and the technology interface 
organization of services and any mapping in 
their semantics. Technology design patterns 
can mean that the operation correspondence 
is trivial for newly developed FCs, but for 

Figure 2: Flexible Coupling Pattern Elements
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legacy wrapping situations this may be more 
complicated – the existing organization 
of services into technical interfaces may 
not reflect the most appropriate functional 
interface groupings. Additionally, the 
exception types need to be described in a 
technology-independent way and it is the job 
of the technology interface access element 
to perform this translation (e.g. translating a 
java.rmi.RemoteException into a functional 
InfrastructureException).

Technology Logic

Technology Logic represents the technology-specific 
code which realizes the Technology Interface and 
manages any required communication protocol 
translation. In container-based technology platforms 
much of this logic would typically be generated or 
provided by the implementation framework. This is also 
the logical location where calls to infrastructure services 
are made and kept separate from business logic. In 
EJB technology the technology logic is the EJB itself, 
generated by the J2EE platform, combined with the 
Bean class written by the developer. The EJB provides 
the hooks for the required infrastructure services and 
delegates to the Bean Class, which in turn provides 
access to the provider business logic. The same is 
true in .NET – the .NET Framework provides built-in or 
generated classes and interfaces which then delegate to 
the provider business logic.

Infrastructure Services

Infrastructure services would normally be provided 
by the technology platform such as .NET or the J2EE 
application server being used. Individual services, such as 
transaction management, might alternatively be provided 
by a specific transaction processing (TP) system such 
as CICS. In the web services arena standards are being 
developed for the specification of such infrastructure 
services too (see [1], [5] for example).

Responsibilities and Ownership
Perhaps one of the most important things to note 
about Figure 2 is that although the technology binding 
aspects of the solution are deployed (at runtime) with 
the Consumer, they are logically part of the Provider 
– the logical Functional Component boundary extends 

across the technology platform boundary. The onus 
is on the service provider to publish a variety of 
technology bindings. The appropriate one can then 
be selected for a given logical runtime architecture 
applied to a specific technical architecture. This 
selection can either be done manually at assembly 
time (for static assemblies) or potentially dynamically 
at runtime if sufficient information about the technical 
architecture and the operational requirements are 
codified and available.

Operational Requirements
In this article we are discussing a pattern for flexible 
coupling with respect to the functional aspects of the 
service contract – what about the operational aspects 
of the contract, the SLA? Some elements of operational 
requirements are met by the provision of infrastructure 
services such as security and transaction support. The 
relevant context information can be passed through the 
functional service calls and dealt with by the Technology 
Logic which delegates to the appropriate infrastructure 
service. This manifests itself either as a specific context 
parameter on operations at the programming language 
level, or as additional message header tags if using an 
XML-based definition language such as WSDL (Web 
Service Definition Language) (see [4], [1]).

Some operational requirements such as performance 
are essentially handled by the FC implementation 
and its mapping to the Technical Architecture. Other 
operational requirements, such as security levels, need 
to be addressed in both places, with both specific 
infrastructure services and with the appropriate technical 
architecture support (e.g. the use of https).

Comparison with other approaches
The pattern we have presented here builds on some 
of the principles and approaches identified elsewhere. 
In Table 1 we briefly compare the approach with the 
distributed systems approaches of J2EE, .NET, Web 
Services and CORBA. The .NET comparison examines 
the published Enterprise Solution Pattern (ESP) for 
service contracts [3].
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There are a number of points to note:

• Both .NET and J2EE technologies provide 
technology-specific interfaces but no 
functional interface equivalents. This means 
that Consumers include Technology Interface 
Access elements rather than Functional 
Interface Access elements. The .NET Service 
Gateway and Service Interface patterns simply 
generalize technology-interface-level access 
and share responsibilities between Consumer 
and Provider.

• Both Web Service Definition Language(WSDL) 
and CORBA Interface Definition Language (IDL) 
provide a form of functional interface definition, 
but it is used as a mechanism for generating 
technology interfaces rather than the runtime 
functional interface itself. As with the Microsoft 
Gateway pattern, the technology binding 
is seen as a shared responsibility between 
the Consumer and Provider (rather than the 
Provider’s responsibility with binding selection 
by the Assembler).

• There is no equivalent of the functional Service 
Discovery Service (SDS), rather there are only 
technology-level SDS’s such as UDDI and 
JNDI. (UDDI is deemed technology-level since it 
serves up technology interfaces).

• Flexible-coupling across technology platforms 
will require standardization of the different 
context information needed for passing 
between infrastructure service implementations. 
These standards are now emerging. Although 
CORBA also specified separate infrastructure 
services it did not provide a container-based or 
declarative model for accessing them. CORBA 
simply addressed the interoperability problem.

Back to the requirements
Let’s return to the hypothetical insurance company. With 
the introduction of flexible coupling we can plot a path 
through some of the standard legacy wrapping and 
business integration issues. For example, the current 
insurance company is actually a merger between a car 
insurance company, with a car insurance system and 
its own customer management system, and a house 
insurance company with its corresponding systems. With 
the merger the company wants to integrate its customer 
information and be able to identify cross-selling 
opportunities and new combined insurance products.

An important architectural first step in this integration 
would be to introduce a standardized functional 
interface for customer management and to modify the 
existing consumers and providers of those services 
to use that interface. There would still be two distinct 

Functional 
Interface Access

Functional 
Interface

Technology Binding Technology 
Interface

Technology Logic 
and Infrastructure 

Service 

J2EE RMI, JNDI,

EJB Home/Remote 
(proxy)

EJB Home EJB 
Remote

EJB

EJB Container + 
EJB Server 

.NET ESP Service Gateway,

Service Interface

Service Interface .NET Framework 
.NET Platform

WebServices WSDL UDDI, WebService 
stub

Webservice Pluggable (see [1])

CORBA IDL Stub, IIOP Tie/Skeleton Procedural access 
(no Container)

Table 1: Comparison of Approaches
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deployed customer management services, but only one 
functional specification of those services. Technology 
Bindings would need to be created for each legacy 
system to link to the original technology interfaces. This 
step would insulate the two consuming systems (Car 
Insurance Services and House Insurance Services) from 
the technology platforms being used in the Customer 
Management service. They would simply depend on the 
appropriate FCO. A Marketing programs system could 
then be introduced which used both FCOs and identified 
immediate business opportunities (see Figure 3).

As a second step, the opportunity would now exist to 
begin to unify the customer management services over 
time, assuming their operational requirements were 
compatible. There are a number of potential strategies 
for this: introducing a third implementation of Customer 
manager which delegated to the first two; switching all 
customer creation and update functionality over to one 
service only, but allowing read access to both instances 
– in parallel, data from one system could be moved to the 
other; switching such services to the new, third instance 
and moving off both existing systems, and so on. The 
important point is that once the functional interface has 
been introduced both the consumers and providers of 
the service can be changed with clearly understood and 
managed impact. Technology platforms can changed or 
be upgraded, new business processes can be piloted, 
legacy systems can be retired and so on, all under a 

standardized, managed functional service-oriented 
architecture.

Conclusion
As usual, things are going in the right direction, but 
we aren’t there yet. Web Services in particular offer 
a number of elements needed for a flexible coupling 
solution, but current patterns of application still represent 
a technology-level perspective on the problem. If we 
can leverage some of the features that Web Services 
offer, combined with potential standardization of cross-
technology infrastructure services, held together by a 
standardized Functional Component perspective, and 
good SOA principles and processes, we will loosen 
the coupling between the application layer and the 
technology layer and provide much more flexibility within 
IT departments to meet business requirements.

But all this flexibility will need careful management, 
processes, standards and patterns. Part 1 of this series 
introduced a reference model for SOA, highlighting 
the need to standardize on some of the fundamental 
runtime concepts. This article has provided the detail 
of a pattern for flexible coupling in that runtime, based 
on clear definitions of Functional Component and 
Service. An important shift is that responsibility for the 
provision of technology bindings lies with the provider, 
not the consumer. When publishing services, providers 

Figure 3: Insurance Company FCO Architecture
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need to be moving towards the publication of functional 
interfaces, not technology interfaces. In turn this will 
make the published services much simpler to access 
which will increase their take up.

One of the key missing pieces is the standardization 
of infrastructure service interoperability. However, 
businesses must also be pragmatic and take a view 
on what degree of technology independence is worth 
having and in what timeframe. For example, it may be 
that the functional decoupling gives a lot of benefits 
from an application software evolution point of view 
and allows certain types of technical architecture 
changes (e.g. changes to communication protocols), 
but infrastructure service separation is not a strong 
requirement for the priority use cases to be supported, 
since consumers and providers run on exactly the same 
technology platforms (and versions of those platforms). 
In this case the operational context can be passed as-
is, in its technology-specific form, without the need to 
translate it back and forth into neutral formats.

The first step for an IT department looking for a way 
forward is to understand fully their existing application 
architectures and technology dependencies. This 
understanding can then be used to define a roadmap 

towards SOA at the functional level in tune with their 
technology platform and legacy system migration plans. 
For example, the impact of upgrading the application 
server version can be scoped and plans made. Moving 
towards functional interfaces is a good step forward 
because it provides opportunities for change without 
mandating particular timescales – this allows  incremental 
evolution of the application architecture. For example, 
the introduction of a technology-independent functional 
interface does not preclude existing consumers 
continuing to directly access technology interfaces, but 
does allow new and upgraded functionality to take the 
technology-independent route.
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Delivering Adaptable SOA

In the last two years Belgian software house Datakor has 
rewritten their integrated ERP product SYNCHRO. Their goals for 
the rewrite were to achieve a highly generalized product that is 
efficient to customize and maintain. In this report we examine 
their approach to SOA and their process framework using 
Compuware Uniface.

Introduction
Although SOA is today’s latest acronym, there is considerable confusion 
around exactly what service oriented architecture is. Some of this confusion 
results from inevitable media hype, but there is also the practical issue 
that many of the technologies, tools and industry standards do not yet 
provide comprehensive support for the SOA vision. Yet we would argue that 
technology is only one part of the SOA picture – a well worked architectural 
approach is just as important.

Much of the confusion around SOA arises from the focus on loose coupled 
Web Services. But an SOA is more than simply stateless SOAP based 
messages; it should enable all functionality as sets of independent, run 
time invokable services. Regular readers of CBDI research understand that 
SOA is effectively an evolution of component based development (CBD) 
techniques and technologies. By definition components offer services, and 
for a straightforward SOA all that’s required is service calling mechanisms 
that enable run time invokable components.

Some far sighted organizations that have invested in developing CBD 
competency are well placed to implement SOA. In this report we look at 
how Belgian software house, Datakor, has used SOA techniques to good 
effect in rebuilding their core ERP product. Interestingly the technology 
used was Compuware Uniface, a venerable component based development 
environment that has recently been extended to enable SOAP based Web 
Services.

Background
Datakor is an established Belgian software house and HP dealer. They 
have an integrated ERP product which is delivered to their customers in 
a wide variety of industry sectors as a customized solution. The product 
name is SYNCHRO and has some 750 installations in Belgium, France 
and The Netherlands which Datakor support on an ongoing basis. The 
typical customer is a medium to large enterprise in the construction, metal, 
distribution, food or chemicals sector. The product is built in version 8 of 
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Uniface and currently has over 500 forms, 1100 services 
and 500 entities. The basic architecture is Web and 
Client/Server deployed on Windows and Unix with 
various databases.

Given Datakor’s full lifecycle business model they 
have a great interest in both customizability and 
maintainability. However the overriding priorities for the 
rewrite project were driven by the need to recentralize 
to a single development product, and this required a 
highly generalized core product which could be easily 
adapted to widely varying requirements, which enable 
seamless integration between core and customized 
functionality.

For this high-profile project Datakor developed a Best 
Practice Development Framework incorporating design 

guidelines that required structured reuse of templates, 
components, services in a manner that implemented a 
highly modular and adaptable environment.

The Datakor Framework
The objectives of the Datakor framework are to minimize 
customer specific logic and to maximize the adaptability 
of the core product. To achieve this they have adopted 
several key strategies as follows:

Components are scoped on a fine grained basis – as 
a matter of principle a component will perform a single 
task. This strategy means components are likely to be 
applicable to many contexts, and problems and change 
requests are likely to be more isolated.

Figure 1: The Datakor Framework
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Common logic such as communications and help are 
implemented in templates that can be used in many 
components from a single managed source. Templates 
also use common components where appropriate. 
Change to the common template logic is therefore 
very rapid in the customization process. The template 
approach uses Uniface specific functionality that 
automates an inherit process at compile time which 
does not permit any modification.

Customer specific logic is kept to the absolute minimum, 
by using and creating generalized solutions wherever 
possible. Use of common components means existing 
customers automatically inherit extensions, with no 
incremental cost.

Service calls between components use a manager 
component that instantiates the provider service, 
thereby virtualizing the consumer/provider relationship. A 
separate program description file records the relationship 

and supercession. This strategy enables transparent 
upgrade to existing components.

Example Implementation
In this example illustrated in Figure 2, Datakor implement 
a straightforward request for a stock movement. 
Registration of the request is made on a PDA using a 
VB.net application. A Web Service VT_UPD receives the 
request, registers it directly in the database (not shown) 
and passes the request for archiving, accounts updating 
and communicating to various parties that need to be 
informed of the request:

1. The Web Service calls another service 
VT_UPD_SVC1 which determines how 
the movement data will be communicated 
– specifically externalized to an output channel 
including Web Service, print, FTP, Fax, 
SMS and Email. VT_UPD_SVC1 then calls 

Figure 2: Example Implementation
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another service VT_TO_XML, a data producer 
component which is responsible for creating 
the XML data feed.

2. A separate service OUTPUT_MANAGER is then 
used to carry out the physical externalization, 
which in turn delegates to a further channel 
specific service.

3. The Web Service passes control to the 
SESSION_MANAGER which makes further 
service calls to ARCHIVE_SERVER and 
ACCOUNTS_SERVER.

Generalization for Adaptability
As discussed the Datakor design approach is based on 
splitting functionality such that responsibility of each 
service/component is atomic. The practice guidance 
that Datakor has documented for their own design/
programming efforts calls out an explicit SOA or “mid 
level design” as illustrated in Figure 3.

Using the Datakor approach functional components 
and their services are defined in a manner that explicitly 
maps the functional view to the program specification, 
using the criteria detailed in Table 1. This mapping 
process is undertaken together by the (business) analyst 
and programmer as follows:

STEP 1

The components and services are scoped by 
determining an appropriate level of isolation (or 
relative dependency).

As shown in the Table, Datakor have developed a set 
of criteria they use to guide the scoping process in 
order to ensure the resulting implementation adheres 
to the requirements for adaptability. Rather than simply 
separating functional and non functional requirements, 
they classify “application”, “supporting” and “technical” 
functionality which emphasizes reuse of cross application 
support functionality.

STEP 2

Functional responsibility is attributed to components.

STEP 3

Component scope and granularity are finalized.

Looking further at the example in Figure 2:

The VT_UPD component analyzes requests and 
translates them into database records – and is classified 
as a subset of application functionality – “Interactive 
functionality of web services”. The component is based 
on a Web-Service-template from which it inherits the 
reading of the requesting XML-stream presented to 
it. Functional session-information is obtained from 
the STATE_MGR component and by presenting this 
to the SESSION_MGR, this component will create a 
session in which the Web Service can executed. This 
is identical for any external channel – client server or 
Web Service.

The VT_UPD_SVC1 manages the externalization of 
the request. This service is based on a template for 
guiding the externalization of data which establishes 

Figure 3: SOA as Mid Level Design
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data sources and destinations. To collect the data the 
template will activate a so called data producer VT_TO_
XML. The data producer is based on a template that 
will translate DB-data to an XML-stream, and creates 
self describing units that are technology independent. 
Once content and destination are collected, the physical 
execution of sending out the data is channel specific and 
the template delegates this physical step to the relevant 
OUTPUT_MGR.

All three components described above inherit their 
signature from the template making them callable 
in identical ways. From a reuse and maintenance 
perspective the templates allow transparency for 
developers as they are independent of implementation 
technicalities that are located in invisible “includes” in 
the templates. The templates guarantee reusability of 
components.

All “manager” components used in this example are 
classified as “supporting” or “technical” functionality 
and are implemented as templates to perform non 
business related tasks.

The ACCOUNT_SERVER and ARCHIVE_SERVER 
components are analogous to the manager components, 
but with application functionality. They implement a 
widely reused business function realized in a single, 
dedicated component and are also classified as “Write 
once use many”.

Assessing Adaptability

By design, manager components are not influenced at 
all by changes in business logic. The servers are also 
to a great extent excluded from functional change, 
except where the core application functionality 

Isolate Functionality

Application functionality Interactive functionality in C/S

Interactive functionality in Web Services

Specific business functionality

Write once use any functionality

…

Supporting functionality Language dependencies

Security

…

Technical functionality Requests to the world HTTP, SOAP

The operating system

Isolate Responsibility

Divide functionality into components Determine the granularity of a component by determining the number and type of 
operations it will contain.

Attribute a specific responsibility to make a function work

Responsibility over data (encapsulation) Read-only services on table

Referential integrity services

Responsibility over functionality Application functionality

Supporting functionality

Technical functionality

Table 1: Isolating responsibility
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requires modification. This architectural approach 
provides a useful classification of functionality which 
can be used directly in product selection processes 
with a prospective customer. If a customer requests 
functionality that requires change to core components 
and services, then this product is unlikely to be a good 
fit to their requirements.

The VT_UPD_SVC1-component as described above 
guides the collection of destinations and data. This 
component has no functionality that can be influenced 
by changing business-requirements.

This leaves two components VT_UPD, and VT_TO_XML 
which may be modified in response to differing customer 
requirements. Suppose a customer wanted to add to 
the stock movement request a confirmation of stock 
availability. This modification could be implemented 
by adding to the request an optional tag <check_
availability>. Using XML as an input this does not 
influence the signature. If while splitting up the request 
the (optional) tag is seen the operation “getstock” on an 
existing “read_only” parts-table component is called and 
quantities are compared. The result of this comparison is 
entered as a true/false value in the <check_availibility> 
tag in the response. Once again the signature of the 
VT_UPD is not modified, nor would the change influence 
any other component.

A second modification could be to extend the data of a 
stock movement. This modification will only influence VT_
TO_XML making the component collect more data and 
translate it to XML. None of the surrounding components 
have to act differently due to this modification as they 
do not depend on business-logic. There is a separate 
formatter-component which is used to show customized 
information.

In these modification scenarios we describe changes 
to existing components. A more radical modification 
would be to replace a component. This can be easily 
implemented because components are called by a 
program manager depending on the context. So in 
this case it is possible to instantiate for example a 
customized version of “VT_UPD” which performs context 
specific functions. The only condition to be fulfilled is that 
a customized component must be derived from the same 
template as the original giving it the same signature and 
therefore the same external behaviors.

Conclusions
The Datakor case illustrates how an SOA creates a 
hierarchy of loose and tight coupled components and 
services each of which delegates or federates required 
functionality to other components.

Service oriented architecture should be inherently 
adaptable; however merely exposing services using 
loose coupled Web Service technologies is insufficient. 
What’s required is a design that is inherently service 
based that accommodates change at all levels of the 
application.

Not all service oriented architectures will exhibit common 
characteristics. It is an intrinsic part of an architect’s 
task to determine the requirements for adaptability and 
to provide an appropriate response. In the Datakor case 
their business model creates requirements for constant 
adaptation of the core application; this clearly motivates 
them to create a very high degree of adaptability. Their 
response to this has been to implement fine grained 
components which offer very specific services, which 
allow reuse in many different contexts, extension and 
the introduction of customized components.

An SOA also needs a process to exert governance 
over the delivery process – to ensure that the resulting 
application implements the required levels of adaptability. 
The Datakor process illustrates well how this process 
is encapsulated in structural deliverables – Uniface 
templates, common components and services, that 
guarantee architectural integrity.

In the real world enterprises make considerable 
investment in infrastructure, tools, architectures and 
delivery processes, and it is not economic to repeat this 
investment every time new concepts and architectures 
surface. This case demonstrates how a tried and 
tested environment, Uniface can competently support 
constantly changing requirements because the underlying 
architecture is inherently component based. What Datakor 
have done is to use the environment in an effective manner 
by implementing a layered service architecture together 
with an appropriate delivery process.
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Business-Driven SOA 2
How business governs the SOA process

In last month’s Journal, we introduced a New Theory of Service-
Based Design, inspired by the work of Christopher Alexander. This 
month, we develop this approach in more detail, and place it into 
a practical governance framework for SOA. We identify six key 
challenges for effective SOA. (Similar challenges can be found in 
the field of Urban Design – as explored recently by Pat Helland 
of Microsoft.) Our SOA Governance framework contains practical 
guidance for addressing these challenges.

Introduction
The service-oriented business is configured as a continuous fabric of 
services – “the corporate web”. This can never be achieved in one large 
ambitious project. It is achieved progressively through a continuous stream 
of small and medium projects.

In the organic planning approach, order and coherence emerges from 
distributed activity, with no central design authority. However, some 
governance is needed to maintain architectural order. Each unit of 
procurement, development or maintenance activity is regarded as a project. 
Project outputs are constituted as services. Each project contributes 
something positive to the emerging corporate web of services.

SOA Governance is required to ensure that each project satisfies the global 
demands of the corporate web, and ensure that there is a well-balanced mix 
of projects – different types as well as different scales (large, medium and 
small).

Service Design [see overleaf]

By Richard Veryard
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Service Design Orientation
To create a continuous web of interoperating services, each act of 
servicing must pay attention to four design directions.

Service Design – Upwards
MyService must contribute (in multiple ways) to some defined 
larger-scale service/packages.

• Business process / orchestration

• Closed feedback loop

• Entity supertype

• Entity lifecycle

• Knowledge learning cycle

Service Design – Sideways
MyService must interoperate with sibling services.

No “negative space” between services – this implies some sense 
of completeness of the service together with its siblings when 
viewed from above

No conflict between neighboring services – this implies some 
architectural “deconflicting” effort

Service Design – Downwards
MyService must use or be decomposed into lower-level services 
in some meaningful way.

• Process-based separation (e.g. Orchestration / Steps)

• Object-based separation

• Responsibility-based separation (e.g. Action, Exception, 
Data, Context, Policy)

Service Design – Inwards
How does MyService add value by transforming the input services 
to the output services?

MyService must perform an accurate and complete 
transformation from input into output – functional composition.
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Urban Design – City Governance and IT 
Governance
In a recent article in the Microsoft Architects Journal1, 
Pat Helland compares the planning and management 
of IT with the planning and management of cities. He 
argues that IT governance has a lot to learn from city 
governance.

Helland raises some interesting parallels between urban 
design and SOA, but his material is selective and possibly 

misleading. We intend to draw some practical lessons for 
SOA from this parallel. One of the key parallels, which 
Helland completely overlooks, is the need for modules 
and actions on many separate scales. Helland talks as 
if only the large scale exists. This is linked to Helland’s 
attitude to complexity – which is at best ambivalent. 
Proper alignment to business requirements demands 
requisite variety.

[In contrast to metropolitan city governance ...] IT governance is not 
so mature. 

Enterprises might learn a lot by looking at how cities manage the 
difficult process of resource allocation.

Who makes the tough choices in IT? Is it the CEO, the CIO, the 
business unit leaders, techies, or perhaps committees?

Are priorities established based on cost, flexibility or asset 
utilization?

What is success and how is it measured?

Are we seeking cost reductions, business process transparency, or 
competitive advantage?

What proposals are projected to pay for themselves?

What is the timeframe and risk analysis around these projections?

What in your organization is sacred?

What resources remain after funding these efforts?

What balance of short-term, long-term, and speculative 
investments are right within the specific corporate culture?

These problems are common for metropolitan and IT environments.

Table 1: SOA Governance Questions (from Microsoft’s Pat Helland)

Figure 1: Layered Governance Framework

1 Pat Helland, Metropolis. Microsoft Architects Journal2, April 2004. Available at http://msdn.microsoft.com/architecture/journal
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Governance Framework
In our first report on this topic2 we focused on identifying 
and satisfying demand for services, managing the reuse 
process. In this follow-up report we show this activity is 
part of a layered SOA governance framework.

In our framework, the focus of SOA governance is to 
achieve inter-alignment between five elements of SOA 
practice – strategy, organization, assets (including 
reusable services), capability and process. Each of 
these elements must also be aligned with elements in 
the environment. Thus SOA strategy must align with 
a broader business agenda, SOA process must align 
with business process, SOA organization with broader 
organizational issues, and so on.

This gives us the framework shown in Figure 2, which 
identifies two key challenges. On the left side of the 
picture, the key challenge is one of relevance – doing the 
right things. Relevance addresses the alignment between 
strategy, assets and capability. On the right side of the 
picture, the key challenge is one of effectiveness – doing 
things right. Effectiveness addressed the alignment 
between capability, process and organization. For further 
breakdown, see Table 2.

Six Challenges for SOA
One key weakness of Helland’s article is that he has 
failed to acknowledge these challenges – neither in the 
urban design domain (where these issues have been 
vigorously disputed for decades) nor in the SOA domain. 

2 Business Driven SOA – Supply/Demand oriented SOA architecture – driving the SOA from a business perspective, CBDI Journal May 2004. http://
www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-05/Business_Driven_SOA.php

Figure 2: SOA Alignment Framework
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Instead he is simply favoring/assuming one side of the 
argument (large, top-down, integrated, adapted, supply 
infrastructure). We’ve talked about these challenges 
many times before, so I don’t intend to go over it all 
again. But the Service-Oriented Design approach 
generates some new ideas.

Granularity / Scale

One of the fundamental principles of complex order 
discovered by Christopher Alexander is that it requires 
interaction between many different scales. We either 
need designers who are capable of paying attention to 
different levels of granularity (not necessarily all at once), 
or we need to forge collaboration between designers 
operating at different levels of granularity. There is no 
single right level of granularity.

Design Orientation

One of the key problems faced by IT planning has been 
the dilemma – top-down or bottom-up. Top-down 
methods produce grand schemes without addressing 
the problems on the ground (including legacy), while 
bottom-up methods produce local solutions without any 
overall order, coherence or reuse.

One way of addressing this dilemma is to introduce a 
twin track process, as shown in Table 4. However, for 
this process to be effective, we need clear allocation 
of responsibility, authority, expertise and work 
– in other words, RAEW. This is defined in Layer 3 
(Governance).

The method suggested by Alexander provides a way 
out of this trap – an organic method of identifying and 
governing city development – a method that is equally 
applicable to IT.

Element Compliance Points
SOA Strategy

Re
le

va
nc

e
SOA Goals and Priorities – reuse versus speed versus flexibility – supporting the business agenda

SOA Assets Level of abstraction. Granularity and stratification of services.

Levels of use/reuse (targeted/achieved).

SOA Capability Adaptability of SOA solutions

Ability of the organization to handle a given level of abstraction / granularity.

Ability of the organization to handle SOA process innovation.

Availability of knowledge / expertise

Ef
fe

ct
iv

en
es

s

SOA Process Management of complexity. Decoupling separate areas of work. Integration and differentiation.

Efficiency, agility.

SOA Organization Clarity of responsibility, authority, expertise and work (RAEW).

Separation of concerns.

Appropriate accounting policies, accounting practices and reporting lines. Management incentives.

Table 2: SOA Elements

Challenge Dimension Resolution
Alignment Business v technology Arises at level 1

Addressed at level 2Flexibility Adaptation v adaptability

Granularity Large v small Arises at level 1

Addressed at level 3Design Orientation Top-down v bottom-up

Use/Reuse Supply v demand Arises at level 2

Addressed at level 2Geometry Differentiation v integration

Table 3: Six Challenges
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Geometry (Architecture)

Modern production methods allow for mass 
customization. This involves a separation of production 
into two layers – a homogeneous layer of mass production 
and a heterogeneous layer of customization.

The articulation of a complex system into two layers (one 
homogeneous, one hetero) is an architectural question. 
One plausible basis for articulation is the differential rate 
of change. It may appear to make sense to standardize 
the slow-moving layer, and allow greater diversity in the 
fast-moving layer. But remember that the slow-moving 
dominates the fast-moving.

Summary
The development of SOA for an enterprise or ecosystem 
has many parallels with urban planning. Perhaps the 
most important, but least understood parallel is that it 
will be a life time’s work.

We offer the SOA Governance framework as a basis for 
communicating and guiding this long term project. Some 
immediate steps we strongly recommend include:

• Establish project and program governance to 
implement organic planning.

• Review the organization structure – undertake 
RAEW analysis to define responsibility and 
derive authority

Bottom-Up Approach
Point Projects

Top-Down Approach
Area Projects

Local short-term initiative

Building a solution against immediate requirements (where 
“building” means design, construct or assemble)

Strongly aligned to local objectives.

Cost-effective use of conveniently available resources 
(improvisation or “bricolage”)

Direct link between (local) benefits, costs and risks.

No mandate to pay attention to broader, longer-term opportunities 
and effects.

Broader, longer-term initiative

Focus on system properties across a whole area (e.g. business 
domain, technical domain, infrastructure)

Creating value by establishing (procuring or building) conveniently 
available resources

Indirect links between benefits (across area), costs and risks

• Often difficult to create/maintain business case for 
adequate investment in resources and infrastructure

• Often difficult to demonstrate return on investment

Table 4: Twin Track Development – Bottom-Up versus Top-Down

Traditional View New Role
Fixed methodological notion of what elements are stable and 
slow-moving.

For example, data-driven methods presumed that the data 
structure was stable and slow-moving.

Meanwhile, ISP methods presumed that the decomposition of 
the enterprise into discrete business areas was stable and slow-
moving.

Architectural models describe / prescribe the stable / slow-
moving elements.

Development methods build a platform of the stable slow-moving 
elements, and then build the flexible stuff on top.

The business demand for adaptation and adaptability is itself 
subject to change.

The role of architecture is to maintain appropriate stratification 
and coupling between elements.

• High cohesion / low coupling between elements within 
the same layer

• High cohesion / low coupling across layers.

Architecture now operates at a higher level of abstraction 
– implementing evidence-based design policies

Table 5: Changing Role of Architecture

Business-Driven SOA 2 continued . . .
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• Establish accounting/measurement regime.

• Prioritize knowledge management – 
understand what knowledge is required by 
different parts of the organization to support 
requisite activities.
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